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ABSTRACT & COMMENTARY

Optimal Beta-blocker Dose Post-MI
By Michael Crawford, MD, Editor 

SOURCES: Goldberger JJ, el al. Effect of beta-blocker dose on survival after acute myocardial infarction. J Am Coll Cardiol 2015;66: 
1431-1441.

Taqueti VR, O’Gara PT. Beta-blocker therapy after myocardial infarction: More questions than answers. J Am Coll Cardiol 2015;66: 
1442-1444.

Beta-blocker therapy after acute myocardial 
infarction (MI) was retired as a hospital 
performance measure because its almost 

universal acceptance removed its discriminating 
value. However, it is well known that clinically used 
doses are significantly lower than those achieved in 
the randomized trials, establishing their mortality-
reducing benefits. Thus, the investigators from the 
Outcome of Beta-blocker Therapy After Myocardial 
Infarction (OBTAIN) study hypothesized that the 
higher the dose of beta-blocker the lower the mor-
tality. The OBTAIN study was a multicenter registry 
that recorded beta-blocker dosing information and 
tracked survival. The beta-blocker and the dose 
were determined by the treating physician. More 
than 90% of the subjects were on either metoprolol 
or carvedilol and 91.5% of the subjects were pre-
scribed a beta-blocker. Almost 86% were on doses  
< 50% of the trial target doses. After a median 
follow-up of 2 years, there was a 12% all-cause 

mortality, which was the primary endpoint. The un-
adjusted data showed that survival was significantly 
higher for any dose of beta-blockers vs no beta-
blockers. The multivariate adjustment of the data 
showed that higher doses were not associated with 
better survival. In fact, the lowest mortality was 
observed at 25% of the target dose. The authors 
concluded that they had failed to demonstrate that 
higher doses of beta-blockers approximating those 
used in randomized trials improved survival com-
pared to lower doses.

n COMMENTARY
This retrospective, observational study tends to sup-
port what most clinicians are doing with post-MI 
beta-blockade: Titrate the dose to reduce the heart 
rate to < 70 bpm and avoid adverse effects. This 
practice exhibits reduced mortality compared to no 
beta-blocker use, but fails to identify an optimal 
dose. Most patients end up on 25% or less of the 
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target doses achieved in the randomized 
trials or ≤ 50mg/day of metoprolol or  
≤ 12.5 mg/day of carvedilol. Interestingly, 
perhaps realizing the wisdom of this ap-
proach, the various society guidelines do 
not recommend a particular dose. It is 
always nice to have a study validate what 
we are practicing rather than vilifying it.

Why the disconnect between the random-
ized trials and today’s practice? The au-
thors advanced several possibilities. First, 
perhaps the hypothesis is correct, but 
they couldn’t demonstrate it in this study 
due to unmeasured confounders. Second, 
there may be a beta-blocker dose thresh-
old and once you exceed it, you cannot 
show increased benefits with higher 
doses. Third, perhaps there is no optimal 
dose and it varies by patient depending 
on their adrenergic tone, left ventricular 
performance, and sensitivity to adverse 
effects.

Beta-blockers in the randomized trials 
were thought to reduce post-MI mortality 
by reducing ischemia, recurrent MI, 
and sudden death. However, these trials 
were conducted before widespread use 
of reperfusion therapy. Early reperfusion 
probably abrogates ischemia and re-
infarction, leaving sudden arrhythmic 
death as the only effect left for beta-
blockers. Recent studies of post-MI 
sudden death note that compared to 

the pre-reperfusion era, patients today 
are more likely to present with pulseless 
electrical activity rather than ventricular 
tachycardia. So widespread beta-blocker 
use post-MI may be affecting ventricular 
arrhythmias. Recent analyses suggest that 
unlike the 25% reduction in death or 
post-MI observed during the trials, beta-
blocker use today reduces these endpoints 
by 15%, which would be at the margin of 
statistical significance.

The randomized trials also showed that 
beta-blockers were most beneficial in 
large ST elevation MIs or patients with 
reduced left ventricular performance. We 
know beta-blockers are good for heart 
failure, so with less post-MI heart failure 
in the current era, their effectiveness may 
be less. This is in line with other trends 
in beta-blocker use, as is pointed out by 
Drs. Taqueti and O’Gara. Their value 
in hypertension, perioperative care, and 
chronic stable ischemic heart disease has 
been questioned by recent studies. It may 
be that modern therapy is reducing the 
value of beta-blockers in cardiovascular 
disease. Until researchers conduct a ran-
domized, dose-ranging trial of beta-block-
ers in post-MI patients in the current 
therapeutic milieu, we should continue 
doing what we are doing and not worry 
that we are underdosing beta-blockers in 
post-MI patients.  n

ABSTRACT & COMMENTARY

Aortic Valve Replacement 
in Asymptomatic Patients: Can  
Registry Data Replace Randomized, 
Controlled Trials?
By Jeffrey Zimmet, MD, PhD
Associate Professor of Medicine, University of California, San Francisco; Director, Cardiac Cath-
eterization Laboratory, San Francisco VA Medical Center

Dr. Zimmet reports no financial relationships relevant to this field of study.

SOURCE: Taniguchi T, et al. Initial surgical vs conservative strategies in patients with asymptomatic severe 
aortic stenosis. J Am Coll Cardiol 2015 Oct 6. pii: S0735-1097(15)06789-3.
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The role of aortic valve replacement (AVR) in 
relieving symptoms and improving mortality 

in symptomatic severe aortic stenosis is clear. How-
ever, the landscape is murkier in treating patients 
with severe aortic stenosis (AS) without symptoms. 
Prior studies have shown that in truly asymptomatic 
AS patients with otherwise normal cardiac func-
tion, survival is similar to age-matched controls if 
physicians follow the recommended frequency of 
clinical and echocardiographic monitoring. These 
studies suggest a low risk of sudden cardiac death (< 
1% per year) in such patients. The 2014 American 
College of Cardiology/American Heart Association 
guidelines, therefore, recommend a watchful wait-
ing approach for the majority of patients with severe 
AS and no symptoms, with a recommendation for 
surgery carved out for certain subsets. For example, 
asymptomatic patients with reduced ejection fraction 
and those with other indications for cardiac surgery 
maintain a Class I indication for AVR. Patients at 
low risk for surgery with very high gradients or with 
rapid progression of disease receive a Class II indica-
tion. To date, however, no large trial has adequately 
addressed the question of what to do with the major-
ity of asymptomatic patients with severe AS.

Thus, the study by Taniguchi et al is of interest. 
The CURRENT AS registry retrospectively enrolled 
patients with severe AS at 27 centers in Japan. 
Between 2003 and 2011, researchers enrolled 3815 
patients. Of these, 1808 patients showed no specific 
symptoms at the time of the qualifying echocardio-
gram and were the basis for the current study. In 291 
asymptomatic patients, surgical AVR was the initial 
strategy; 98% of these actually underwent AVR, at a 
median of 44 days after the initial echo. The conser-
vatively managed group of 1517 patients was win-
nowed by propensity-score matching to 291 patients, 
which, along with the initial surgery group, formed 
the main analysis set. The primary outcome measures 
were all-cause mortality and heart failure hospitaliza-
tion at 5 years of follow-up.

Compared with patients in the conservative group, 
patients in the initial AVR group had a lower in-
cidence of all-cause mortality (15.4% vs 26.4%, 
P = 0.009), cardiovascular death and aortic valve-
related death (9.9% vs 18.6%, P = 0.01, and 5.3% 
vs 13.5%, P = 0.003, respectively). The cumulative 
5-year incidence of heart failure hospitalization was 
similarly lower in the initial AVR group (3.8% vs 
19.9%, P < 0.001). Of 46 patients in the conserva-
tive group who suffered cardiovascular death, the 
main causes identified were heart failure (9 patients) 
and sudden death (18 patients, including 10 without 
symptoms at the time of death). The authors con-
cluded that patients with severe asymptomatic AS 

managed conservatively have “dismal” outcomes 
in real-world practice. They reported that an initial 
strategy of surgery vs conservative therapy was asso-
ciated with lower 5-year risks for all-cause death and 
heart failure exacerbation. While calling for random-
ized trials, they strongly suggested the superiority of 
an initial surgical strategy based on these data.

n COMMENTARY
Registry data rarely provide an adequate substitute 
for randomized, controlled trials, and this is no ex-
ception. Also, even seemingly simple things, such as 
the determination of symptom status, are often more 
complex than they appear.

In this study, the non-randomized surgical and con-
servative groups were substantially different from 
one another at baseline. Patients managed with an 
initial conservative strategy were much older and 
more frequently had a history of stroke, atrial fibril-
lation or flutter, malignancy, chronic lung disease, 
and coronary disease. Even after propensity match-
ing, the initial AVR group was significantly younger, 
had a greater severity of AS, and had lower surgical 
risk as estimated by the Society of Thoracic Surgeons 
score. It’s no wonder that these patients were sent 
more readily to surgery.

Among the patients managed initially with AVR, a 
full 67% had formal indications that would in any 
case meet current guidelines for surgery. Forty-one 
percent had very severe AS, which is a group known 
to have a higher event rate during follow-up. Seven 
percent had reduced left ventricular ejection frac-
tion. Eight percent had other indications for cardiac 
surgery. Eleven percent showed rapid hemodynamic 
progression.

What, then, can we safely conclude from this study? 
The authors make a strong case that such “real-
world” patients with asymptomatic severe AS who 
are managed conservatively perform more poorly 
than has previously been acknowledged. For ex-
ample, they note a 1.5% per year sudden death 
rate, compared with the < 1% rate that is com-
monly quoted in the guidelines. This is important to 
recognize in order to make good clinical decisions. 
Overall, the clinicians in this registry did an excellent 
job selecting patients who would do well with early 
surgery, balancing the potential benefits with risks 
that are not always captured in a registry. Until we 
have randomized data on this question, such tailored 
decision-making using current guidelines will remain 
the rule.  n
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ABSTRACT & COMMENTARY

Temporal Relationship Between Atrial 
Fibrillation and Ischemic Stroke?
By Cara Pellegrini, MD

Assistant Professor of Medicine, UCSF; Cardiology Division, Electrophysiology Section, San Francisco VA Medical Center

Dr. Pellegrini reports no financial relationships relevant to this field of study.

SOURCE: Turakhia MP, et al. Atrial fibrillation burden and short-term risk of stroke. Case-crossover analysis of continuously recorded heart 
rhythm from cardiac electronic implanted devices. Circ Arrhythm Electrophysiol 2015;8:1040-1047.

While atrial fibrillation (AF) is well-established 
as a major risk factor for ischemic stroke (five-

fold risk), the temporal relationship between AF and 
stroke remains unclear. Also unknown is what AF 
burden, or dose threshold, is needed to generate suffi-
cient risk to warrant the potential harms of long-term 
anticoagulation. This is a particularly relevant ques-
tion with the growing number of implanted cardiac 
devices detecting asymptomatic AF, expanding the 
potential at-risk population. Similarly, the availabil-
ity of novel oral anticoagulants with rapid onset of 
action has made possible the option of “pill-in-the-
pocket” anticoagulation. If periods of higher risk 
could be better defined, then perhaps therapy aimed 
at stroke reduction could be more precisely targeted.

A cleverly designed case-crossover study by Tura-
khia et al takes aim at some of these questions. They 
identified almost 10,000 patients with implanted car-
diac devices with atrial leads in the Veterans Health 
Administration, and from these, sub-selected 187 pa-
tients with an acute stroke and 120 days of continu-
ous cardiac monitoring prior to the stroke. They used 
each patient as his own control, comparing daily AF 
burden in the 30 days immediately prior to the stroke 
(case period) to the AF burden 91-120 days pre-
stroke (the control period). This technique matches 
all stable confounders and allows for assessment of 
risk of a time-varying exposure on an outcome with a 
brief latent period. They hoped to address AF thresh-
old doses needed to increase risk by varying their 
definition for AF burden and temporal relationship 
of AF burden to stroke by examining risk at varying 
temporal proximities to the stroke event.

The researchers reported an incidence rate of 1.63 
strokes/100 person-years in their virtually all-male 
veteran population, with 39% previously diag-
nosed with AF and a mean CHA2DS2 score of 3.2/
CHA2DS2-VASc of 4.8. An AF burden of ≥ 5.5 hours 
in any 24-hour period correlated with a four-fold risk 
of stroke, after adjustment for warfarin usage. The 
odds ratio for stroke was highest in the 5 days im-

mediately following an AF occurrence at 17.4 (95% 
confidence interval, 5.39-7.31), declining steadily 
thereafter, with a notable drop 20 days after the AF 
event to ≤ 3.5. Unfortunately, they were unable to de-
fine the dose-response of the amount of AF on stroke 
risk due to the small number of discordant cases (AF 
present in case period but not in control period). The 
authors concluded that multiple hours of AF had a 
strong but transient effect raising stroke risk, sug-
gesting that a strategy of intermittent targeted usage 
of rapidly acting anticoagulants might merit further 
consideration by a randomized trial.

n COMMENTARY
This study extends the findings of previous work by 
better defining the temporal relationship between 
an AF episode and stroke risk. At the same time, it 
corroborates previous findings that proximate AF 
is only a minority contributor to ischemic stroke 
incidence, even among those with a known diagno-
sis of AF. In this study, 31 patients with a history of 
AF had an AF event sometime during the 120 days 
preceding their stroke; the vast majority (28 patients) 
had an AF event in the 30 days prior to their stroke. 
However, an even larger number (42 patients) had a 
stroke and a history of AF but no AF events during 
the 4-month pre-stroke period. In ASSERT, another 
trial of patients with implanted cardiac devices as 
well as a history of hypertension but no previously 
diagnosed AF, only 50% of the patients with stroke 
had subclinical AF discovered and only 8% had AF 
within 30 days of the stroke. Likewise, in yet another 
study (TRENDS), while AF detected by an implanted 
cardiac device increased stroke risk, only about 25% 
of patients had an episode of AF within a month of 
the event.

Thus, while a period of AF clearly raises stroke risk 
in a now more defined way, there are at least an 
equal number of strokes occurring in people with a 
known diagnosis of AF with no proximate AF epi-
sode. Whether this is due to a longer prothrombotic 
state in the atrium following a previous AF episode 
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or competing risk of stroke due to often-related 
comorbidities in AF patients, such as hypertension, is 
unclear. These questions have important implications 
not only for the usefulness of a “pill-in-the-pocket” 
anticoagulation approach, but also for the expected 
benefit of an interventional stroke reduction therapy, 
such as placement of a left atrial appendage occlusion 
device. 

The relationship of anticoagulation use or lack 
thereof to the findings of the study was mostly unex-
plored. The annualized stroke rate of 1.6% was sub-
stantially lower than expected, based on the reported 
CHA2DS2-VASc scores and reported warfarin usage 
of about 50% among those with a history of AF. 
While anticoagulation usage might have been higher 
than appreciated, one has to consider the possibility 

that device-detected AF might concur a lower stroke 
risk than clinically detected AF, making the question 
of how aggressively to seek and treat this entity a bit 
unclear. Another interesting observation on which the 
authors did not provide comment was the decrease 
in warfarin use immediately prior to the stroke event 
(5.2%) as compared to during the initial control pe-
riod (19.8%). With all available data taken together, 
I still remain skeptical about the ability to predict 
those at sufficiently low-risk based on AF burden to 
warrant intermittent anticoagulation. Nonetheless, 
this study does provide ammunition for discussions 
with patients with an intermediate-to-high CHA2DS2/ 
CHA2DS2-VASc score who are reluctant to be on 
anticoagulation long-term to at least consider short-
term usage for the 20-30 days following a known AF 
episode.  n

ABSTRACT & COMMENTARY

Utility of Non-traditional Risk Factors
By Michael Crawford, MD, Editor

SOURCES: Yeboah J, et al. Utility of nontraditional risk markers in individuals ineligible for statin therapy according to the 2013 American 
College of Cardiology/American Heart Association Cholesterol Guidelines. Circulation 2015;132:916-922.

Superko HR. Nontraditional markers of cardiovascular disease risk can improve the 2013 American College of Cardiology/American Heart 
Association Prevention Guidelines: Insights from the multi-ethnic study of atherosclerosis investigation. Circulation 2015;132:904-906.

The new cholesterol treatment guidelines recom-
mend that in selected individuals in whom the 

decision to start statin therapy is unclear, other fac-
tors not in the pooled risk equation (PRE) may be 
considered. However, the guidelines do not delineate 
the yield of considering other markers in otherwise 
low-risk individuals by the PRE. Thus, these inves-
tigators interrogated the multiethnic study of ath-
erosclerosis (MESA) database to assess the yield of 
adding information about coronary artery calcium 
on CT scan (CAC), high sensitivity (hs) CRP, ankle 
brachial index (ABI), LDL-cholesterol, and family 
history to the PRE-derived risk estimates in asymp-
tomatic adults 45-84 years of age. The primary end-
point was the development of atherosclerotic disease 
as defined by myocardial infarction, cardiac death, or 
stroke. In 4185 subjects with a mean age of 61 years 
not on statins with a PRE risk < 7.5% over 10 years, 
6% had an atherosclerotic event during 10 years of 
follow-up. Subjects with a CAC > 300 Agatston units 
had an event rate of 13%, family history 15%, hs-
CRP > 2 mg/dL 10%, ABI < 0.9, 9%, and LDL > 160 
mg/dL, 5%. In total, 11% of the subjects without 
diabetes were reclassified to > 7.5% 10-year risk of 
an event by adding at least one additional risk factor. 
The authors concluded that adding additional risk 
factors not in the PRE to low-risk subjects identified 
a sub-group with an observed event rate > 7.5% who 

may warrant statin therapy.

n COMMENTARY
Considerable controversy has surrounded the intro-
duction of using the PRE estimation of a 10-year risk 
of a cardiovascular event > 7.5% as the cutoff to 
start statin therapy in apparently healthy adults. As 
this and other studies have pointed out, the majority 
of cardiovascular events occurred in subjects estimat-
ed to be at low risk. This realization has led to our 
current approach of recommending lifestyle modifica-
tions for everyone and targeting statin therapy to the 
highest risk patients. What this analysis of the MESA 
database explores is whether adding non-traditional 
risk factors to the PRE will identify among the low-
risk patients those who are actually at high risk and 
deserve consideration of statin therapy. Among the 
five additional risk factors considered, two were 
particularly valuable. A family history of atheroscle-
rotic events at any age among those with a PRE risk 
< 7.5% over 10 years showed an actual event rate of 
15%. The number needed to treat (NNT) about fam-
ily history to reclassify risk upward was 22. A CAC > 
300 raised the risk to 13% with an NNT of 15. For 
hs CPR, the NNT was 40 and the observed event rate 
was 10%. ABI and LDL had very high NNTs (177 
and 193) and event rates < 10%.
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Adding family history to your clinical decision mak-
ing is a no brainer since it costs almost nothing, but 
CAC is a bigger issue due to the cost and risk of the 
procedure, although both have come down recently. 
Considering ABI and LDL did not seem cost effec-
tive, CRP was of some value, which does little to 
quell the controversy about when to perform this 
test. Other studies of CRP’s value have had mixed 
results. 

This study is limited in that MESA enrollees were 
45-84 years of age, so the results may not apply to 
younger individuals. Also, we don’t know the ef-
ficacy of statin therapy in patients deemed high risk 
only by adding a non-traditional risk factor to the 
PRE. Additionally, although none of the patients in 

this analysis were on statins initially, 28% received 
statins during the 10-year follow-up. Does this study 
support a change in practice? Even before this study, 
I have always considered family history without any 
age cutoffs in my decision making about statin thera-
py, so I appreciated the finding that it was important. 
This study probably wasn’t necessary to establish the 
value of CAC and I use it selectively in borderline pa-
tients. CRP may be of some value, but I tend to order 
it only when the patient requests it. Most patients 
expect a lipid panel, and if the LDL is > 130 but  
< 190 in low-risk PRE patients, I really push lifestyle 
change. Although ABI is useful to detect vascular dis-
ease, its value in statin decision making is uncertain 
and this study didn’t support its general use.  n

ABSTRACT & COMMENTARY

Left Ventricular Assist Devices 
for Ambulatory Heart Failure: 
Weighing the Risks and Benefits
By Van Selby, MD

Assistant Professor of Medicine, UCSF Cardiology Division, Advanced Heart Failure Section, San Francisco

Dr. Selby reports no financial relationships relevant to this field of study.

SOURCE: Fiuzat M, et al. Heart rate or beta-blocker dose? Association with outcomes in ambulatory heart failure patients with systolic 
dysfunction: Results from the HF-ACTION trial. JACC Heart Failure 2015. doi:10.1016/j.jchf.2015.09.002.

Estep JD, et al. Risk assessment and comparative effectiveness of left ventricular assist device and medical management in ambulatory heart 
failure patients: Results from the ROADMAP study. J Am Coll Cardiol 2015 Oct 20;66:1747-1761.

Current guidelines recommend consideration 
of left ventricular assist devices (LVADs) for 

patients who have progressed to stage D heart 
failure (HF), at which point medical therapy is no 
longer effective. Most of the trials demonstrating 
the efficacy of LVADs have enrolled the sickest HF 
patients, often intravenous inotrope-dependent. No 
large study has compared LVAD to optimal medical 
management (OMM) in patients with ambulatory, 
non-inotrope-dependent HF. 

The Risk Assessment and Comparative Effective-
ness of Left Ventricular Assist Device and Medical 
Management in Ambulatory Heart Failure Patients 
(ROADMAP) study was a non-randomized, con-
trolled, observational comparison of the HeartMate 
II LVAD and optimal medical management (OMM) 
in 200 patients with ambulatory New York Heart 
Association (NYHA) functional class IIIb (recent 
dyspnea at rest)-IV HF. All patients had an ejection 
fraction < 25%, at least one HF hospitalization in 

the previous year, and a 6-minute walk distance 
(6MWD) < 300 meters. Patients who had received 
any inotropes within the previous 30 days were 
excluded. The primary endpoint was a composite of 
survival and an improvement in 6MWD of at least 
75 meters at 12 months.

Ninety-seven patients received an LVAD, and 103 
opted for OMM. Patients in the LVAD group were 
more ill at baseline than those receiving OMM, as 
evidenced by a greater proportion with functional 
class IV symptoms (52% vs 25%), a greater propor-
tion with Interagency Registry for Mechanically 
Assisted Circulatory Support (INTERMACS) profile 
4, and lower health-related quality of life. 

During 12 months of follow-up, more patients in 
the LVAD group met the primary endpoint (39% 
vs 21%, odds ratio, 2.4; P = 0.012). However, 18 
patients in the OMM group received an LVAD dur-
ing the follow-up period. In an as-treated analysis, 
patients receiving LVAD had greater 12-month sur-
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vival (80 vs 63%, P = 0.02), but in an intention-to-
treat analysis survival was not different between the 
two groups (81 vs 82%, P = 0.93). Those receiving 
LVADs also experienced more significant improve-
ments in health-related quality of life (P < 0.001) 
and depression (P < 0.001) at 12 months.

Adverse events were significantly higher in the 
LVAD group (1.89 vs 0.83 events per patient-year). 
Bleeding was the most common complication in 
those receiving LVADs (47% of patients). Strokes 
occurred in 8.5% of the LVAD group and 2% of the 
OMM patients (P = 0.08). Rehospitalizations, main-
ly for recurrent heart failure in the OMM group 
and bleeding in the LVAD patients, were common 
in both groups (80% in LVAD, 62% in OMM; P < 
0.001). The authors concluded that the ROADMAP 
results support the use of the HeartMate II LVAD 
in functionally limited, non-inotrope-dependent 
HF patients who have poor quality of life and meet 
FDA criteria for destination therapy LVAD.

n COMMENTARY
According to recent INTERMACS data, approxi-
mately 80% of all LVADs are implanted in patients 
receiving inotropes at the time of implantation 
(profiles 1-3). However, data from contemporary 
registries show the slightly less sick non-inotrope-
dependent HF patients with NYHA functional class 
IIIB-IV symptoms have a poor 12-month prognosis 
as well. As a result, there is growing interest in the 
use of LVADs among these patients, although data 
from large prospective trials are lacking. ROAD-
MAP is, therefore, an important study that can help 
guide clinicians when discussing treatment options 
for patients with advanced, ambulatory HF.

There are several key messages in this article. The 
first is that earlier LVAD implantation is associ-
ated with improvements in functional capacity and 
quality of life. Patients improved with regard to 
functional class, 6MWD, depression, and health-
related quality of life as measured by multiple 
scales. However, these improvements are offset by a 
substantially higher rate of complications associated 
with LVAD, including stroke, major bleeding, and 
rehospitalization. Taken together, the findings stress 
the need for thorough discussion of both risks and 
benefits in patients considering LVAD. Furthermore, 
the findings may help clinicians target patients 
expected to benefit most from LVAD implantation, 
such as those with particularly poor quality of life.

This study also reveals several important limita-
tions. Patients were not randomized to LVAD vs 
OMM, and the results should not be considered 
conclusive. There was potential for bias, particu-

larly related to patient selection. The use of an as-
treated analysis for the primary outcome is some-
what unorthodox, and it is important to understand 
the intention-to-treat analysis found no significant 
survival benefit associated with earlier LVAD im-
plantation. Finally, ROADMAP only evaluated the 
HeartMate II LVAD. As LVAD technology improves 
and we move to smaller, less invasive devices, the 
risk-benefit profiles defined in ROADMAP will 
probably differ. 

Decisions regarding LVAD implantation and timing 
are complicated, especially for destination therapy. 
What ROADMAP tells us is that LVAD discussions 
can (and probably should) begin before patients 
reach the most advanced stages of heart failure. For 
those with severely reduced quality of life or depres-
sion, ROADMAP and other studies provide strong 
evidence that LVADs are associated with greater 
improvements in quality of life compared to medical 
therapy alone. But this discussion requires thor-
ough evaluation of the risks associated with LVAD 
implantation as well. Ultimately, this is a patient 
preference-sensitive decision. ROADMAP can facili-
tate this discussion by comparing the risks associ-
ated with LVAD and medical therapy of advanced 
heart failure.  n
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1.  In ambulatory patients with severe systolic 
heart failure, use of left ventricular assist 
devices therapy results in ____ compared to 
optional medical therapy?

a. More bleeding events

b. Improved quality of life

c. Less depression

d. All of the above

2.  Cardiac device interrogation in patients who 
have an acute stroke and a history of atrial 
fibrillation has shown that which of the 
following was associated with stroke? 

a. > 5.5 hours of atrial fibrillation 

b. Higher risk for 5 hours after an atrial 
fibrillation episode 

c. Most patients had no atrial fibrillation in 
the 30 days prior to their stroke

d. All of the above

3.  Registry data in patients with asymptomatic 
severe aortic stenosis (AS) suggests that aortic 
valve replacement should be considered if 
which of the following is present?

a. Critical AS (< 0.5 cm2/m2)

b. Left ventricular ejection fraction < 50%

c. Rapid progression of AS severity 

d. All of the above

4.  An observation study of post-myocardial 
infarction beta-blocker use showed that the 
lowest mortality was exhibited by doses 
that were what percent of the doses used in 
randomized trials? 

a. 12%

b. 25%

c. 50%

d. 100%

5.  When the decision to start statins for primary 
prevention is unclear using the pooled risk 
equation in the new cholesterol guidelines, 
which of these additional factors is most 
useful?

a. LDL cholesterol > 160 mg/dL

b. Ankle brachial index < 0.9

c. High-sensitivity C-reactive protein > 2 mg/
dL

d. Family history of atherosclerosis
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